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Introduction
On February 8 th 2009 , at approximately 12 noon, a strange cortege entered the estuary of the River Tees in Northern England. Out in the shipping channels of the North Sea, container ships and bulk carriers hove-to for an hour or so, pausing on their journeys to let an immense object and her four small guides pass. On the shore, thousands of people lined a three kilometre stretch of coast. Adults, children, dogs, TV cameras and crews, radio reporters, print journalists, police and coastguards. Witnesses all, we watched and captured the moment, on cameras, camcorders, mobile phones and dictaphones. Through binoculars at first, and then with the naked eye, 'she' -for this object is most definitely a 'she' -came closer into view. Grey; battleship grey; a massive inverted triangle, with bulges on either side, and a huge platform atop; silent; rust-etched and defined; so shocking in her appearance that people remarked: 'she's seen better days', 'it won't take much for her to come apart', 'rust-bucket', or -more straightforwardly -'*!@k, what a mess'. Who is this 'she'? Her name is Clemenceau, or R98. Laid down in 1955 and once the pride of the French navy, 'she' is an aircraft carrier, or, more conceptually, an immutable mobile (Law, 1986) , a constellation of French military and state power, a materialisation of multiple complex-engineered technical systems, a military hybrid, a mobile air base, weapons system and human life support system, whose mobilities, whilst global, are framed by the rhythms and speed of journeying at sea and the reach of aircraft carried. But this Clemenceau is no longer much of a mobile, neither is she immutable. Over 50 years old now, decay manifest, her current form testifies to material mutability (Ingold, 2007) , to the importance of repair and maintenance to socio-technical immutability (Graham and Thrift, 2007) , and to the transient relation of singular objects to socio-technical systems. Her weapons systems long since removed, her turbines stilled, and her physical mobility entirely dependent on four small tugs, Clemenceau is unmistakeably an end-of-life object. No longer state of the art, too expensive to maintain, she has fallen out of the socio-technical system which she once held together. Neglect and the passage of time are etched into her form. She is indeed precisely the type of object that exemplifies Tim Ingold's (2007) remark that materials will always win out over objects in the end.
The physical traces of decay, however, are simultaneously a manifestation of the gap between first and second burial, or social and physical death (Hertz, 1960) . They show too that this gap is a socio-technical gap, which -in the case of end-of-life objects like Clemenceau -can be considerable. So, what might look as if it will just fall apart can actually take much to effect a coming apart. In the case of Clemenceau the gap between social and physical death has been extremely prolonged. Latour's (2005) sense of the term, a matter of concern. Along with other end-of-life ships, her particular case has established ship disposal generally as an issue to care about. Geography is central here. Clemenceau's death dance illuminates the spatial dichotomies of the world of ship disposal. Oscillating between the EU (France) and South Asia (India) as well as the EU (Spain) and the OECD (Turkey), the intended directionality of two of Clemenceau's disposal journeys figure a familiar waste story; of the export and dumping of wastes by wealthy nations and/or corporations on the less wealthy nations of the world (BAN 2002 (BAN , 2005 . In contrast, her final voyage provides a counterpoint, enshrined in the principles of the Basel Convention: that the wastes of wealthy nations be disposed of in their countries of origin, or at the very least that they do not cross the OECD border. The above vignette signals the registers in which I work in this paper, its empirical focus, which is end-of-life ships and their disposal, and a concern with material politics in globalisation. Like Law and Mol (2008) , I consider material politics to foreground the importance of materialities and articulation, and see practice as a political technique.
Disposing of ships involves breaking them up and, like boiling pigswill, breaking up ships in places like the UK is a political technique. It is a means to draw on long distance associations to draw boundaries -in this case between how breaking ships is done 'here' and how it is done 'there'. The spatialising distinctions of 'here' and 'there' differentiate between the containment of breaking in the UK and the uncontrolled practices of breaking on the beaches of South Asia. They say 'this' (meaning containment) is a better environmental practice than 'that' (meaning beaching). They work to draw the world together by holding the two practices apart. More strongly, breaking up ships in the UK would not even be occurring were it not for end-of-life ships having been configured as matters of concern. The event that was Clemenceau's arrival in the River Tees, then, has long distance associations.
It is both a response to, and infused by, the political debate and controversy that surrounds South Asian ship breaking.
Often material politics are opened up to social scientific scrutiny when practices unravel, leak or break down, exposing that practices are political techniques in need of restabilisation. Untreated pigswill on a Northumberland farm, and its connections to foot and mouth disease in the UK in 2001, is one such case. But there are others, including John
Law's studies of aircraft failure and railway disasters (Law, 2002 (Law, , 2006 register opens up the space to return to the academic register to both critique the standard political representation of ship breaking and to develop a more progressive material politics grounded in corporeality, performativity and the global connections of labouring bodies.
Ship breaking, disposal and performative economies
Disposal and the sites and spaces of disposal have attracted considerable interest from a range of cultural commentators. Disposal has been conceptualised as a means to think through the trace of absent presence (Hetherington, 2004) , whilst the spaces of disposal have provided the vehicle for articulating salvage (Hawkins, 2006; Soderan and Carter, 2008) , for interrogating the ruin (Edensor, 2005) and for thinking through decay (DeSilvey, 2007) . Whilst acknowledging the rich capacity of such work, I have one reservation that is particularly apt for cultural economy. This is that salvage sites are not just fertile ground for cultural theorising. They are sites of economic activity. This is what has got lost along the way in cultural readings. Soderan and Carter's photographic essay on the auto salvage yard provides a case in point. Here, the play on auto salvage permits an interpretation that recognises in the salvage yard a double sense of the second chance, for objects as well as the human subject. But the salvage yard is a scrap yard, and much of the work that goes on there is creative destruction or demolition (Byles, 2005; Gregson et al 2010) . Here labour is directed to preparing degraded and decaying objects -in this case, cars -for the automated technological system of the metal shredder. Shredding, be this automated or manual, transforms materials into secondary materials for exchange in commodity markets. The primary aim of salvage and its associated labour is to maximise the value in materials recovery, and to do so as profitably as possible. This has implications for labour. The second 10 chance here, then, is not just about objects, or even about the human subject, but about the profitability of material reconfigurations of past materialisations in the present.
The The industry there, however, is labour intensive. 4 The most notable instance of this is the IMO-led Hong Kong International Convention on Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships held in May 2009. As the UN specialist agency for the safety and security of shipping and marine pollution, the IMO's point of departure in governing ship disposal is different to that of the Basel parties, where the concern is with hazardous waste, and the regulation of its management and movement (BC, 2002) . Under the Hong Kong Convention, the onus for compliance is with the shipping industry and its regulatory states (port, flag and recycling). The slippage between these, and the ease of reflagging ships, is one means by which end-of-life ships move to South Asia. 5 The figure fluctuates depending on the state of the global economy and global trade, with recession characterised by a peak in the supply of vessels for scrapping and the converse being the case during economic upturns. Employment estimates range from a minimum of 30 -60000 in India and Bangladesh combined to > 500000 including indirect employees (Bailey, 2000) . 6 See ILO (2004, articulating these facts, they always come out the same way: what matters in ship disposal is human labour conditions, environmental pollution and waste containment (Crang, 2010) .
The result is an oppositional politics which pits places in one part of the world (South Asia) against other places. 7 It is this dichotomous way of thinking, and the politics it results in, that I want to move beyond in the paper by recasting ship disposal through a material politics.
Underpinning this intervention is a reading of ship breaking which is part of a wider commitment to the development of performative accounts of economies. What I want to do here is to bring Donald Mackenzie's recent work into conversation with the posthumanist accounts of performativity developed by Karen Barad (2007) and the vital materialism of Jane Bennett (2001 Bennett ( , 2004 Bennett ( , 2007 , both of whom take serious account of matter's liveliness, dynamism and activity in the world's becoming. Mackenzie has demonstrated the performativity of economics, specifically its models and devices (Mackenzie, 2006; Mackenzie et al 2007) . Most recently, in Material Markets, he extends this account of the performative to include the corporeal and physical alongside the sociotechnical, construing this in terms of assemblage (Mackenzie, 2009 ). This latter position has as much in common with Jane Bennett's notion of assemblage (Bennett, 2004) as it does with the acknowledged connections to Michel Callon's arguments about the performativity of economics (Callon, 1998) . But, the relation between materiality, performativity and economies can be pushed further, by drawing on the 'agential realism' of Karen Barad.
Located at the interface of science studies and feminist studies, Barad works from Niels Bohr's proto performative analysis of apparatuses to show that apparatuses are more than 7 A clear instance of this oppositional politics is the NGO Platform's rejection of the Hong Kong Convention for its alleged legitimation of beaching.
13 the current articulation of assemblages, as including humans and non humans. '(Theyapparatuses) are not passive observing instruments ... (but) ... are productive of (and part of) phenomena ' (2007, p 142) . For Bohr, and for Barad, the primary ontological unit is not 'things', or objects, but phenomena -a differential pattern of mattering produced through the intra-actions of material-discursive practices, which include scientific apparatuses (ibid p. 140). Barad defines these interventions in the world as boundary-drawing practices. They materially reconfigure the world, in ways that matter (semantically and ontologically), but in an open process of mattering. Hence, the world is 'a dynamic process of intra-activity and materialisation' (ibid. p. 140). It is possible to think of many economic activities as interventions that are similar to, if not the equivalent of, apparatuses. Albeit that they are, at least in part, stabilised, routinised and repetitively ordered, many of the activities that go by the name of economic activities , are material-discursive practices, 'cuts' or interventions in the world that produce particular, intended material (re)configurings of the world, but in a process of mattering that is more open than is frequently acknowledged. So, the activities that characterise work in sites of disposal such as ship breaking yards are material reconfigurations, in Barad's sense of that term. They are boundary-making interventions in the world, in which the activities of breaking produce both these activities and differences that matter, in the sense of reconfiguring past materialisations, rendering them mutable, and then attempting to stabilise them as recovered materialities and new materialisations open to future use or captured and sequestered as wastes. Materiality is an active and integral factor in these reconfigurations. Indeed, this is Barad's core point about performativity; that a posthumanist reading of the performative should insist on iterative intra-activity, or doing with matter, and not rest on either an external relation to matter (Pickering, 1995 (Pickering, , 2005 or a citational reading of the performative (Butler, 1993) . In this way, 14 a focus on an iterative, corporeal reading of performativity will both foreground and start from praxiology -in this case, the practices, doings and actions that constitute the interventions of labour in the ship breaking yard -and focus on these interventions' realisation of differential agential possibilities in an open process of mattering. This, and the agential possibilities opened up by these interventions, is what I take to be at the heart of a material politics.
To say it this way, however, does not do much by way of illuminating these interventions. It is all too rarefied, abstract, and sanitised. In short, it conveys nothing of the mess of the ship show how the type of work that goes on in these sites assaults human bodies, challenging them to breathe, to move and even to be safely; and that can show how human attempts to re-order materialised worlds, and past materialisations in the present, are themselves ordered by the conjuncture of human embodiment with a host of agential possibilities, many of which have profound implications for human life . Direct correspondence, as I have just attempted to show in conventional academic language, just doesn't do it. And it doesn't do it because it is outside this world, external to it. The language of direct correspondence, then, deadens this world materially as it admits it. So, at this point I go back to an argument that I have made elsewhere; that cultural economy needs to be more, not less, cultural, 15 particularly when it writes the material (Gregson, 2009 ). The two material encounters that follow, then, deliberately suspend any pretence at academic writing. Instead, they are encounters framed through the short story and some of the devices of literary narrative.
They write these sites through practices and techniques, embodiment and corporeality;
through their assault on the senses, emphasising the smell, taste and sounds of these spaces, the materials breathed, felt and left untouched, as well as the visual. This is what follows.
Ship disposal: two material encounters
Framed by arrivals and departures, the two short stories in this section stretch from The stories were written initially as a means to articulating a material politics and to begin to analyse this politics. As such, they have informed the subsequent development of interventions beyond the academy. But they were also a means to experiment in finding ways to say certain things that were impossible to say in the literal register. The stories, then, need to be read open to the allegorical register (Law, 2004) .
smoke, metal, rust, mud and water conjoin, entangling spatially distant bodies and materials
in distinctive yet similar technologies and practices of demolition.
Somewhere in Northern Europe, February 2009
Exiting the taxi, the unmistakable aroma of hot burning metal fills the air. Moving between them is 'lobster claws'' twin, sorting and reducing metal. Close by, rising above, the scrap mountain is growing. Visibly higher than on my last visit, these piles-uponpiles are the debris of the ship that is shrinking under my feet. Excavating machinery is forging new peaks and ridges, corries and depressions, crafting a metallic mountain that is a monument to the economic downturn. We leave the vessel. In a few months she will be no more. Returning to more familiar spaces, sitting on a train, covered in rust and grime, the inter-tidal zone is full of container ships, stranded. Already, large block sections are being cut from one that has been recently beached. As I stand and watch the mesmerising arc of the torch, a huge metal block crashes to the mud below, the first cut of many incisions that will be made in her hull before her form finally yields, the metamorphosis completed.
In front, interior exposed, another vessel is further advanced in its dissolution, already more abstract art than container ship. The ships keep coming. Some 14 of them are out there in the Bay of Bengal, waiting to be beached, just for this small stretch of beach. But, while the flow from the sea keeps this beach sculpture park supplied with exhibits, the fossils do not last long in this place. They cannot, for this place's motor is materials recovery. Like the fossils, we too do not hang around. Returning to the air-conditioned world of the 4WD, the 20 blast of cooler air on sweaty skin, air freshener expunging the heady smell of burning acrid metal, my body knows that materially as well as metaphorically it has returned from the Inferno. arguing that a focus on corporeal performativity, or the iterative intra-activity of working with an object in the throes of its demolition, opens up the space to think differently about ship disposal, through a material politics.
Let me be bold: as work, ship disposal is not recycling. Instead, as the above encounters show, it is about the metamorphosis of object to materials. It is creative destruction, or demolition -a necessary precursor to, but not the same thing as or reducible to, recycling.
This metamorphosis is no quiet decay, but rather a violent, often savage, translation; an intervention in form that seeks to terminate particular configurations and to realise materials from past materialisations such that they might become available for future use. It is this last point that allows the ship breaking industry to be connected to recycling. With > 95% of the business value and materials weight of a vessel being categorised as recovered as ferrous scrap, the industry can readily portray its work as about resource recovery, as closing materials loops, and therefore as emblematic of recycling. Extremely schematically, however, the work -wherever it is performed -involves techniques of cutting, separating and sorting, in relation to the materials and things that are to be recovered and those that are wastes. These practices -and an invocation of a gritty realism -lie behind the acknowledgement that 'this is a dirty business'. Nevertheless, this begs the question of representation. Why portray an industry that is admitted as 'a dirty business' as 'recycling'?
The answer would seem to be that the trope of recycling is a means of rhetorically cleansing these activities, at the same time inserting them within the more acceptable discourse of sustainability that circulates within contemporary political language. To label ship breaking as ship recycling purifies the activities of breaking, cutting, separation and sorting.
Emphasising recycling simultaneously distances the work from the physical and symbolic 22 registers of waste. At the same time, recycling domesticates, bringing a dirty business into the orbit of more familiar practices of separating and sorting domestic materials. Ship breaking, though, is most definitely not the same type of activity as washing out the tin cans at the sink -and whilst domestic recycling sites such as MRFs (materials recovery facilities) may be messy, in the sense of smell and materials, they are not the sorts of places to which the epithet 'Hell on Earth' is attached. As such, to invoke 'recycling' is to work with citational performativity. It performs the act of 'greenwash', working to legitimate the industry through masking its actual work, protecting the industry from too much scrutiny by translating it into the registers of sustainability and environmental stewardship. This sleight of hand also has to be understood as an ethical response to the current dichotomous configuration of ship disposal.
The dichotomy drawn between South Asia and elsewhere in the world is central to the political controversies that currently surround ship disposal. The dichotomy seems incontrovertible: labour intensive versus technology intensive; unprotected labour versus protected labour; uncontained versus contained; deregulated versus regulated. None of this is refutable, nor would I want to refute it. Indeed, it is precisely the conditions witnessed in South Asia which worked to establish ship breaking as a global matter of concern in the mid 1990s. Subsequent political interventions by states, supra national organisations and NGOs however have been framed exclusively through these polarities. Thus the development of ship breaking capacity in the EU, represented through the rhetoric of ship recycling, is a deliberate attempt to build a different, 'greener' breaking industry to the one that occurs on the beaches of South Asia. Meanwhile, the stated goal of the NGO Consortium actively campaigning in the field is to ban beaching. Dichotomous thinking has resulted in an 23 oppositional politics, pitting South Asia generally, and Bangladesh in particular, against other parts of the world, notably the EU. Yet it is possible to think differently.
An initial manoeuvre is to interrogate the dichotomy. If the dichotomy is to stand up, one might anticipate that reuse would be exclusively South Asian, as would the release of pollutants to the marine environment, whilst elsewhere in the world activity would be focused on ferrous and high value metals recovery and waste containment measures. As the container on the quayside in Northern Europe full of items for posting on eBay shows however, salvaging for resale and reuse is not just a South Asian practice. Moreover, whilst waste capture and containment is a feature of western breaking yards, as with nuclear waste, these activities are contained within permissible limits, not activities conducted at the limits of the possible (Bolter, 1996) . Scratch the surface, and South Asia too is not homogenous, and there are a multiplicity of practices to be observed. There are differences between yards, notably with respect to worker protection, but also in relation to the containment of oily wastes. So, notwithstanding differing value regimes, different regulatory regimes and different socio-technical regimes, practices transcend space, challenging any simple dichotomy. This suggests that it may be possible to think across the boundaries, making connections, rather than drawing divisions, between those who work in this dirty business. The issue is how such connections might be drawn.
One option is to pursue a posthumanist politics grounded in corporeality, materiality and performativity. To do this I bring together Jane Bennett's notion of assemblage with Karen
Barad's conceptualisation of performativity, thinking these through the preceding material encounters. Wherever it occurs in the world, ship breaking entails the conjuncture of what also needs foregrounding is that for the human body to enter this assemblage is for that body to be reordered by it. To enter these worlds, however temporarily and wherever they are in the world, is to become part of a world defined by working with an end-of-life object; to inhabit this world; to work on a structure in the throes of its dismemberment, to bring about its disappearance. To do this type of work involves working with jagged metal, metal on the move and metal entrails. Just moving on these structures requires navigating rungs and rungs of confined, precipitously steep ladders, as well as vast tanks and pools of liquids, slippery decks and tight hatchways. All this is dangerous stuff. Accidents are not just potential; they will happen in these sites because of the nature of this assemblage. Slips and falls are commonplace; so too is falling metal; wire cabling will suddenly snap and ricochet 25 under force; and, where there is hot cutting, paints will catch fire. Most of all, though, to work as part of this assemblage is to be part of its doing with matter. It is be alive amidst the open process of mattering that is this intervention in form. It is to breathe its agential possibilities, its metal, dust, fumes and smoke; to work with rust; to live with Levi's 'taste like blood' and to know this corporeally, in the throat, skin and fabric. The demolition assemblage not only reorders objects and material, it reorders the human body through these encounters with materials. As such, the demolition assemblage is a boundary making intervention in the world, producing the activities of breaking and differences that matter for human life, as well as for objects and materials.
This suggests that one way to move beyond the oppositional politics of ship breaking is to spotlight the human within the demolition assemblage, to focus not on the conditions of labour, or containment, but on the corporeality of disposal work and its iterative interactivity with matter. A focus on corporeality, embodiment and performativity, then, shows how ship disposal might be reconfigured as a material politics. It goes beyond the material politics of political techniques that hold together whilst holding apart to highlight a shared corporeal vulnerability that spans the long distance associations of globalisation. It insists that the proximate intimacies of human bodies and the vitality of inorganic materials demanded by disposal work wherever this occurs may have profound, and negative, consequences for human life. These consequences are not always in the here and now. They are also about legacies. They speak to a biopolitics of occupational health which goes well beyond the boundaries of present workplaces to figure a material politics of globalisation where the long distance associations are temporal; of 'now' and 'then' rather than 'here' 26 and 'there', but where 'then' is not a past but future-past, as yet but partially unmade, multiple and always potential.
Conclusions
This paper has forwarded a reading of the activities of ship breaking and ship disposal as these occur in ship breaking yards across the world. Bringing together Donald Mackenzie's arguments for a corporeal, physical and technical sense of materiality within performative economies with the work of Jane Bennett and Karen Barad, it argues that performativity in economies is more than citational, and that it is about iterative intra-activity, or doing with matter. This type of performativity is readily apparent in demolition and disposal activities, the backward look of progress, or Benjamin's angel of history. In these yards we stand before the wreckage. As ships become mutable, the pile of debris grows. The burden of history therefore, of global trade, a global economy and, in a different form, of military state power, is materialised in the debris of these end-of-life ships and it is carried by those who work in the disposal activities that figure in this paper. Positioned in demolition assemblages that simultaneously break up past materialisations and give this a potential future, often in the name of sustainability, recycling and resource recovery, the reading forwarded here emphasises that these men continue to taste blood, in Europe, South Asia and the USindeed, in any location where the work takes place. This reading of ship breaking is not just a means to critique an oppositional politics of ship breaking grounded in debate and discussion. It reconfigures the politics of ship disposal through material politics. It emphasises corporeality and doing with matter. This material politics keeps the politics alive in end-of-life objects and inorganic materials. It is both a critical reminder and an ethical insistence that design futures that extend to include end-of-life are not just about objects, or even material conservation and recovery, but also about working out ways by which human life might conjoin, safely and responsibly, in acts of demolition wherever this occurs in the world.
Finally, I return to the two registers that figure in the paper. These are not an either/or but rather an 'and'. They are relational. Working in literary narrative works firstly to expose the conventionality of academic enactments of the world. But it shows that these academic enactments too are performative. Secondly, it exposes what is lost in such performances. In academic articulations of material politics, what is lost is the mess, as Law and Mol (2008) acknowledge. Literary narrative can write that mess, in ways that the literal trackings of the 28 academic register, however messy, cannot. This is important in terms of the material politics that is enacted by academic interventions. Literal trackings can sketch messy associations; they can be multiple; but they would struggle to keep in the assaulting of bodies that is integral to the practices of ship disposal, as this is felt in and by bodies. The most the literal might say is perhaps that there is a proximate intimacy of bodies, metals, rust, smoke ... But so much gets lost in that conjuncture of words on a page. And this is important to the development of a material politics. For what literary narrative's inclusion does, it seems to me, is two things: to enable that which cannot be said to be said and to suggest another place to intervene, or another site of politics. It suggests another way in which the material politics of globalisation plays out, not through practices as political techniques that restate boundaries but through practices as techniques that might contest those boundaries. In such a way, the clash of registers staged by the paper opens up a space for a progressive, and not just analytical, material politics of globalisation.
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